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STUDY MATERIAL 

Day27 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day26 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day25 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day24 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day23 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day22 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day21 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day20 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day19 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day18 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day17 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day16 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day15 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Assignment By Aruna Lamba Madam 

Day14 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day13 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day12 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day11 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day10 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day9 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 
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Day8 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day7 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day6 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day5 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day4 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day3 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day2 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 

Day1 ENGLISH HINDI MATHS SCIENCE SST SANSKRIT COMPUTER G.K. 
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ENGLISH 

Lesson 13 

Henry 

- Ruskin Bond 

About the author 

Ruskin Bond is an Indian author of British descent. He wrote his first novel when he was 17. He is 

considered to be an icon among Indian writers and children’s authors. He has written over 500 short 

stories, essays, novels and more than forty children’s books. He received the Sahitya Akademi Award 

for English writing in India in 1993, the Padma Shri Award in 1999, the Delhi government’s Lifetime 

Achievement Award in 2012 and the Padma Bhushan in 2014. 

Summary 

This is the story of Henry – a chameleon. Chameleons are in a class by themselves and are no 

ordinary reptiles. They are easily distinguished from their nearest relatives, the lizards. 

One day, Ruskin’s grandfather was going to a friend’s home, he saw some people gathered at a 

garden’s gate. They were shouting, throwing stones and brandishing sticks on a chameleon who was 

out for sunning in winter. The residents of the area had protested because someone claimed that the 

chameleons could harm anyone by spitting poison from a distance of twenty feet. Somehow, the 

grandfather saved the chameleon from certain death and brought him home. 

At home, Henry treated everyone with great caution. For a long time, he trusted no one and 

responded even the friendliest gestures with grave suspicion. Tiring of his cautious attitude, Ruskin 

would tickle him gently in the ribs with his finger. This always threw him into a great anger. But he 

did not bite anyone. 

Henry was a harmless fellow. If someone put his finger in his mouth, he would not bite because he 

seemed convinced that his teeth were there for chewing food, not fingers. Although Henry didn’t 

cause any trouble in Ruskin’s house, he did create somewhat of a riot in a nursery school down the 

road. 

One day Ruskin’s grandmother sent a basketful of papayas to her friend Mrs Ghosh, who was the 

principal of the nursery school. Henry went searching for beetles in the basket and slipped in among 

the papayas unnoticed and reached the principal’s office. When Mrs Ghosh returned after making her 

rounds, she began examining and admiring the papayas, she noticed a chameleon in the basket. Mrs 

Ghosh screamed. Henry was terrified. He fled from the office, running down the corridor and entered 

into a classroom. Everyone was frightened when they saw Henry in the school and they screamed and 
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ran in different directions. Henry finally made his exit through a window and disappeared in the 

garden. 

Ruskin’s grandmother heard about the incident from Mrs Ghosh but didn’t mention that the 

chameleon was theirs. It might have spoiled their friendship. Few days later, Ruskin found him 

sunning himself on the garden wall. Although he looked fine, he never went out from the garden 

again. Henry spent the rest of his days in the garden. 

 

Difficult words 

1. Descent – the origin or background of a person in terms of family or nationality. 

2. Tickle – light touch which often causes laughter. 

3. Riot – here, noisy confusion. 

4. Brandishing – waving something around, usually a weapon. 

5. Protest – express an objection to what someone has said or done. 

 

Answer the following questions. 

Que.1 Who was Henry? How was he brought to home? 

Ans. Henry was a chameleon. When grandfather was visiting a friend one day, he saw some men 

shouting, hurling stones and brandishing sticks on a chameleon and were ready to kill it. He saved the 

chameleon and brought him home.  

Que. 2 Was Henry a harmless fellow? If yes, why do you think so? 

Ans. Yes, Henry was a harmless fellow. If someone put his finger in his mouth, he would not bite 

because he seemed convinced that his teeth were there for chewing food, not fingers. 

Que.3 Why were people throwing stones at the chameleon? 

Ans. People were throwing stones at the chameleon because they got scared. Someone claimed that 

the chameleons could harm anyone by spitting poison from a distance of twenty feet. 

Que.4 How did Henry reach the principal’s office? 

Ans. When grandmother sent a basketful of papayas to Mrs Ghosh, Henry slipped in among the 

papayas unnoticed and reached the principal’s office. 

Que.5 Why do you think Henry came back and never went out of the garden again? 
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Ans. Everyone was frightened when they saw Henry in the school and they screamed and ran in 

different directions. This incident probably frightened Henry too and he became scared of people. 

Henry perhaps returned and continued to stay in the garden because he had decided that the  writer’s 

home was the safest place for him. 

Que.6 How did Henry behave when he was upset? 

Ans. When Henry was upset he would blow himself up to an enormous size as his lungs filled up 

with air. His colour would change from green to red. He would sit up on his hind legs, swaying from 

side to side. He would also open his mouth very wide and let out an angry hiss. 
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MATHEMATICS 

PRACTICAL GEOMETRY 

Elements: It has 3 sides and 3 angles. A triangle can be constructed if three of its six elements 

are given. 

Important properties of triangles 

1. The exterior angle is equal to the sum of interior opposite angles. 
2. The sum of all interior angles is 180° 
3. Sum of the lengths of any two sides is greater than the length of the third side. 
4. Pythagoras theorem: In any right-angled triangle, the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the 

sum of the squares of the other two sides. 

 

 

Triangles can be constructed if any of the following measurements are 
given 

(A triangle is only fixed) 

1. Three sides. 
2. Two sides and an angle between them. 
3. Two angles and a side between them. 
4. The hypotenuse and a leg in case of a right-angled triangle. 

A triangle is not fixed, if 

(a) 3 angles are given , or 

(b) Two sides and a non-included angle are given. 

 

 

 

 

 


